“We are all collectively the grassroot
element, right down to the gutter,
and we are going to bring the gutter
on to whoever hates and oppresses
and exterminates us, with no
boundaries, no borders.”

selected writings of
notyrcisterpress.tumblr.com
genderanarky.wordpress.com

Gender Anarky

What follows is a compilation of writings by the radical trans women’s
prison collective Gender Anarky. Gender Anarky as a project materialized within the hellish conditions of the California state prison system,
founded by trans women who have been serving life sentences since the
‘70s. We have reprinted these pieces of writing with as much accuracy
as possible while omitting parts of our correspondences which contain
more personal conversations between ourselves and Gender Anarky
member Amazon. Consequently, letters might seem to jump from topic
to topic or be disjointed. While we do not necessarily agree with all of
their conclusions, we find Gender Anarky’s militant struggle against
prison, the state, gender, and civilizaiton to be inspiring, and we hope
you will too.
-the Gender Anarky support team

7-Point Platform of Gender Anarky
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Letters From Amazon
A Letter to Black and Pink Newsletter, January 2011
Greetings in Resistance,
My name is Amazon, and I am a transsexual woman in a men’s
prison. I am a transsexual lesbian. I am a Kupangak, from my holy land
of Kupa in Southern California, or “Native American” or “American
Indian,” as colonialism would have it. I have been in prison for 30 years.
I am from Gender Anarky Collective in the prisons. We are a militant organization fighting in the prisons for transsexual medicine in the form
of female hormones and sex-corrective surgery, and against all forms of
hate, genocide, and discrimination by cops or prisoners alike, and are
also a self defense structure and will fight, have fought, and are fighting for ours on the yards. I am currently in the hole for “battery on an
inmate with a weapon.” Two other girls are here with me, one for three
counts of assault on staff who jumped on her. We survive by aggressive
self-defense. It’s reality back here.
We are prison-based, not a part of any group out there, tranny
or otherwise. We don’t believe in them, for various reasons. We only
work with a group in Canada.
Your Newsletter was interesting! Your article and graphic on
Attica was radical! And right where it should be, on the front page. And
the follow up was clever, what would “we” ask for. It could move the
right people. We of course agree with what you are doing, and that it is
very much needed in the 21st century world order, which is way different than the 20th century playing field. But most are caught up in past
strategies that failed, and have nothing radically new to offer, and are
redundant and this is a terrible waste of time and energy and cadre. We
need new thinking, new tactics, a new strategy. Actually, they are not
new at all, but have existed throughout history and simply need to be
applied to the contemporary situation with adjustment, as they have
been applied to given resistance movements with some success. Even
so, new waters must be charted, still, to expand even on that. Yet while
this is obvious, some would rather not make the effort to construct
a boat that won’t sink, less tread the water in one. They would rather
f***around and bulls***. And this is how colonialism works, to wear
down and discourage people from resisting in an effective way, ultimate-

ly defeating us.
Your public statement claims that the U.S. Empire is “founded
on the legacy of slavery.” (p. 5, par. 4). We disagree. It is founded on colonialism: on the military conquer of the land of the native first people
on this continent, on our genocide and subjugation by force and violence, the theft of our natural resources and precious metals, of which
one, gold, has become the cornerstone of the imperialist world financial
power structure, from Fort Knox to Wall Street to Swiss Banks and
the coffers of the Vatican, and other places. With all due regard to the
slavery of Africans, they could not have been enslaved without a place
to enslave them. The U.S. could not construct an empire without actual
land. In the instant equation, then, it is colonialism, not slavery, that is
the foundation of the U.S. Empire. It is an ongoing colonial occupation,
tangible, not something of the past. The U.S. uses occupation, foremost,
to exist, to launch its domestic and world schemes. The “United States,”
so-called, an offshoot of the British “United Kingdom,” is a foreign
institution and a foreign occupation of native lands, with no legitimacy
anywhere on this continent. As such,no one is legally or morally bound
to obey its laws. We don’t.
With regard to abolishing prisons. Prisons in the U.S. are not
going to be abolished until the U.S. Government is crushed. And of
story. Prison is government. No government in the world is going to allow anyone to deconstruct it’s prisons, come what may. Therefore, to actually abolish prisons, the government must be destroyed, overthrown.
While agitating against prisons can serve its purpose, we are practical
people, and social activism alone is not going to solve the problem of
prisons. Gender Anarky’s philosophy is not the deconstruction of prisons, but the destruction of the government. The U.S. Government must
be overthrown. And not many among activists “really” want that and
the post-apocalyptic civil war madness that would follow, total social
breakdown, the scramble for weapons and food and water and energy
resources, “Mad Max” times, never mind kicking it off.
We have “a lot” more to say, but will let it rest until we hear
from you. I like what the Cuban patriot Jose Marti had to encourage
about times like these: “Now is the time of the furnaces, and only light
should be seen.”
We look forward!
From the Trenches,
Amazon for Gender Anarky

From a letter from Amazon to a supporter, 11/13/11
“I first read political stuff at age 14, but my political consciousness didn’t take off until age 16. how did i first become political? you
can’t avoid it if you’re born an Indian. That of course is not exclusive.
Anyone can become political, but with my life experience of coming
up in poverty and slums i fell right into step with it. I didn’t join the
struggle; it had always been my life. You just take it to a higher level.
You move into a higher consciousness born from the reality of your life
or rather arising out of it. Struggle is what we’ve always done vis-a-vis
society, with all of its pig conventions. It’s nothing new or unusual to
us, the wretched of the earth. It’s what we do. We didn’t have to join or
adopt a cause; we are the cause. So in answer to your question, I am the
political, I didn’t have to become it.”
From a letter from Amazon to a supporter, 02/08/12
“I am an eclectic and believe in eclecticism. And I believe that
this is really required especially here in america/united states, with our
unique culture and social compostion and also our geographical location as well as the general state of the world today. E.g. multiethnic
society with divergent cultures and histories and ambitions, and for us
especially of the fag element, which itself can and is now changing the
political panorama of the overall “struggle of the oppressed” here. New
thinking is needed, new isms, not just the same old rehash – Marxism,
Leninism, Maoism, etc. Why must thinking stop with them? I don’t
know that they contributed anything to fags, but the contrary. We need
new isms in these times now upon us, and one of the new types we need
is Fagism. I mean, you know, say it, get it over with. We need our own
system of ideology, philosophy, theology, medicine, and even economics. Our own system of justice, what it is to us. The world is still spinning, times are still changing, and all for the worse here, and what does
improve – science, technology, yada yada – is never for the benefit of
the oppressed among us anyway. We are international, on every continent. It’s time to connect, to take our place and that must be asserted,
because no one is going to hand it to us...
With respect to nomenclature of the genderfag, I will tread
carefully because it’s going in every direction today and is not friendly
to absolutes. It’s still in the making in this new era now on us, and will
probably never see a conclusion through the generations. And really,

this is a paragon example of pure gender anarky, the disruption and
deconstruction of imposed descriptions, identities, limitations, and
defining and constructing ourselves in the ways that we do, the actual
practice of gender anarky. Anarkic deconstruction is a prerequisite to
this process(“anarkic” because how can there ever be a single, final set
identity to the multivariations of fags?), and it’s being done so well
today, and with so much burning energy. By and in subverting the
reactionary norm, the historical social mode, we are antisocial. We must
be. This word is a stigma that society has traditionally attached to the
criminal element, especially prisoners, that we should be ostracized and
shut away because we don’t go with the social flow and do not behave as
expected and indoctrinated to as children in the government’s schools,
and by its outdated and imbalanced laws that we had no representation
in creating, imbalanced against our kind and our protest against society
and government, against their oppression and tyranny...
How do I self-define? In all honesty, I really don’t know. I am
not so concerned about something like that than I am about getting the
struggle on. I can figure out who I am later, if that is even possible for
any fag or queer. I doubt it. It is better to be a mystery. To hell with all
this Western analyzing. A mystery to others and a mystery to ourselves.
Th perfect cosmic person, the perfect feral cosmic children. The savage
has spoken.”
From a letter from Amazon to a supporter, 7/15/2012
“…this is not an infatuation. It’s our actual lives, the way we
live and fight, the shit we go through because we are trans women. It
occupies us 24/7. It occupies all of our lives. Its not something someone joins and then quits to pursue personal, individual things. It’s so
meaningful to us we don’t really care about personal pursuits because
this fight of all things is our personal pursuit. It’s something we feel
deep down inside of us, engulfs our entire being. And it has to do with
us girls and with the fucked up way society is laid out and functions,
which is always adverse to us, harmful, hateful, dangerous, lethal, as
we girls have surely seen, experienced so much of. So it crosses over
to social issues as well, in relation to how we are perceived and treated
by society and its people and institutions… we have so much to say,
in terms of our current day reality and the course of our transsexual
movement, our political philosophy and ideology and theories. It’s
a very strong program, don’t mince words, very direct, which is how
we operate, thought we are also subtle where needed. It’s a militant

program, very radical, and some will shy away. Cool. We have come to
create unity amongst us, yes, but we have also come to create divisions,
where old politics, defunct political formulas are being pressed on us or
imitated by us with no direction of our own, and which don’t adequately
apply to or represent our current tragedy and suffering and the needed
vision to get oursevles out of that rut and begin to fight it. Too much
reform, compromise, short political sightedness or no political vision at
all…
…We mostly want to reach out to our sisters in the prisons,
because they are the grassroots of this fight to the finish, and our sisters
in the street who are active in the fight. We are all collectively the grassroot element, right down to the gutter, and we are going to bring the
gutter on to whoever hates and oppresses and exterminates us, with no
boundaries, no borders…
As we always say publicly, gender anarky party stands for active
ideological struggle, debating the issues, critique, analysis and arriving
at a conclusion, rather than just going by rote or the so-called “majority”
political opinion or position, which is usually not well informed of able
to grasp or even just see the totality of the elements involved in this
kind of critical things within our movement. And so we debate in the
zeen, all the issues that our movement are faced with today, not how
shit was in the days of the Old Left, who always try to impose their politics on anyone gullible enough not to be able to figure it out themselves.
There is a lot of Old Left and revisionist shit out there that needs to be
cleaned up that has infiltrated the ranks of the trans resistance, and we
are at the forefront of that and invite all critique of our own positions
and debate over them. We will always prevail because we are Pan-Transsexual first and foremost, not left or right or center or other old time
political spot that makes no sense today. We don’t envision or propose
a future society or government, only the destruction of the current one,
because no one can foresee that far. We would rather there was no government than another one, whatever it’ll be called, that will eventually
corrupt itself and oppress, all over again. I would personally rather live
in an anarchic environment than some formally established society.”
From a letter from Amazon to a supporter, 7/22/12
“there are way different kinds of anarkists today than even just
ten years ago. in this, the contradictions (social) have moved rather
rapidly for anarko-consciousness. the ideology of anarky has been
expanded on in many ways in the course of this new generation of activ-

ists since about 2000. and we see some of this in the article, “the queerest insurrection.” overthrowing the old guard (e.g. marx, communism,
the left), and that is proper and something gender anarky is strong on,
overthrowing the old left in particular. while anarky must always be
for the total destruction of society and of social orders – all isms – it is
not and cannot be a unified movement but is destined to be sporadic,
un-jointed, scattered about, but always along the beam of destruction
of what we have before us in the social milieu. and this is proper. or it
would not be anarky. mass movements are a different culture. a different political matter. our aims are not the same, though the mass movement will talk about smashing and overthrowing the state. but they also
want to replace it with another state, another dictatorship, which they
are not too shy to admit, that of the dictatorship of the proletariate. i
am not the proletariate. i dont believe in work. i dont want another dicatatorship. i dont want another democracy. i dont want another society
as we know it. and anyway, all this crystal ball gazing by the left as to
some utopia awaiting us after liberation is not realistic. nobody knows
whats going to become socially after the power structure in the united
stated defuncts. there is gunna be so much madness. no one, lest of all
the left, is gonna be able to blow a whistle and call time out and set the
rules for all of us to live by. they will be slaughtered in the process. civil
war. lawlessness. fags better get up real quick and prepare for that time,
most importantly stockpiling weapons and other survival shit, fighting shit, and lots of it cause you dont want to run out of ammo in the
middle of all the fighting that will be going on, or food or water. its such
a big, massive animal from this perspective that it is very silly to hear
all these prophecies of a future la la land in the former united states of
america, amusing. i just live for the destruction. the future will take it
from there...
its nice to hear the subject of prostitution mentioned in passing. actually, it says ‘sex workers.’ i guess some call themselves that, tho
ive not heard it in the gutter. prostitutes should always have to answer
to no one, whether handlers (pimps, madams) or governments (taxes). i
dont do it myself, not today, but ive been there, for yrs, and know what
that game is all about, and no one should be able to extort an honest
days wages from a whore. its part of our economy, our culture, historically and traditionally, and no one, be they leftists or whoever, will ever
put an end to it. we will defend it especially as it runs so deep in trans
culture.
i differ as to struggling against straights or the straight agenda,
which is to say, their inclination to live a straight life, while all along

respecting our way. gender anarky doesnt see straight as the enemy, not
straight per se, or as some monolith that needs to be torn down. then
we become just like narrow minded straights who want to do away with
us. haters come in every stripe. there are many straights who are not
tripping on fags and some who support our cause. its haters who we
target.”
Letter from Amazon to a supporter, 9/21/12
“this is an emergency letter about the situation with trans girls here…
I’m trying to get off single-cell status here and cell up with cat. my case
worker was supposed to start the process two months ago but she’s a
feminist and hating on us and don’t wanna do it. so we went on hunger
strike to force the issue. we have been on a hunger strike since 9-21,
didn’t eat dinner that day and have not eaten since. this is day [eight at
this point*]… they have been trying to get us to eat but we won’t. today
cat started started feeling fucked up and vomiting water…
so we need some direct action support in this, for the prison to doublecell me, and get on the phone to the warden here, warden paramo…
regarding why they are discriminating against transwomen here…
Gender Anarky and militia goes to the oppressor in confrontation and
leaves a hard mark. so show these motherfuckers who are the bitches
with the most.”
Letter from Amazon to a supporter, 10/7/12
“this time we are striking indefinitely, until this matter is resolved and
i am no longer on single-cell status and cat and i are celled up. today
[October 7th] is our third day without food, and we are only drinking
two bottles of water a day. after food, we are going to stop drinking any
water. they are monitoring our health daily, taking our vitals. so far we
have lost ten pounds each, as of today. cat gets a lil woozy, but we are
going thru with this…
…inform [prison officials] of our hunger strike, that it is for transgender housing, that my case worker is preventing me from celling up with
cat, that initially the warden instructed her to do it, but she has been
avoiding it because she is a feminist hater of trans inmates. this is the
only reason she is discriminating against us… she has lied to us, giving
us different reasons for delays that conflict. we know whats up. this is

straight up discrimination… they don’t want to give us our transgender
housing, where two girls can live together, while letting any two men
live together who ask to. and now they are also retaliating because of
our hunger strike, trying to punish us by ignoring us now and our hunger strike for protesting in the first place. so get at them like you need
to…
this is a mental health prison, with special structured programs designed for inmates with long-term mental health therapy, and this
problem with us is also aggravating our mental health status, making
us decompensate, get depressed, suicidal, want to cut. this is our last
resort next to doing something desperate…”

“We are all collectively the grassroot
element, right down to the gutter,
and we are going to bring the gutter
on to whoever hates and oppresses
and exterminates us, with no
boundaries, no borders.”
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